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Column 1 Column 2

•The final stage of the field development requires the use

of technologies for intensifying the influx of hydrocarbons

from wells and methods for increasing the coefficients of

oil and gas extraction from the productive formation, with

justification of the feasibility of their introduction. Under

such conditions, the geological risks increase again, and

therefore the risks of financial losses increase, since high

capital investments in intensification technologies do not

always lead to the expected results.

•Results of investigations

•

•Forecasting and analysis of risks and uncertainties in the

implementation of exploration projects for oil and gas will

allow to calculate possible economic losses in the event of

a negative result.

•

•Determination of possible economic losses, depending on

the geological risk and information uncertainty, will be

demonstrated on the example of one of the gas fields of the

Outer zone of the Pre-Carpathian trough.

•

•The geological study of the area began with structural

prospecting drilling, which confirmed the presence of

uplift in the Sarmatian sediments, and when drilling some

wells, gas shows were recorded. This made it possible to

create a certain model of the geological structure of the

revealed uplift and to distinguish in its section the

prospective horizons that associated with the Sarmatian

deposits. Based on the results of the completed seismic

exploration works, a passport of the structure and the

"Prospecting and Exploration Drilling Project" were drawn

up, according to which drilling of prospecting well № 1

was designed. She uncovered the Stebnytsky, Upper

Dashavsky, Lower Dashavsky, Kosivsky and Cretaceous

deposits, but her section turned out to be watered. After a

few years, work was carried out to reinterpret the seismic

survey materials, which made it possible to identify a

separate elevation within the area. In the vaulted part of

which the well № 2 was drilled, with which the field was

discovered.

•

•According to the approved draft of the (Pilot Development

Planning, PDP), well № 3 was drilled in the south-eastern

part of the structure, which also revealed gas-saturated

formations. Prospecting well № 4, drilled to perform the

exploration program, was found in unfavorable geological

conditions and did not give an industrial influx (Fig.2)

•Figure 2 Scheme of geological exploration works at the

gas field

•EGE –economic- geological evaluation

In accordance with the program of work within the

prospective area, and subsequently the open field, the

assessment of resources and the calculation of gas reserves

were carried out (Table 1) the value of which has changed:

from 2,875 million m3 of forecast resources to 36 million

m3 of pre-explored and explored reserves. Such a reserve

calculation was completed by determining the technical

and economic indicators and justifying the feasibility of

further work. In table 1 and tabel 3, respectively, the value

of investments in prospecting and exploration of the

deposit and the value of the discounted cash flow

determined at various stages of study and development of

the deposit are given.

Column 3

Table 1 Field reserves calculation results

Table 2 Investments in prospecting and exploration of the

deposit

Table 3 Results of determining the cash flow from the

development of the field

From the analysis of the data in table 2 and 3 and table

shows that investments in two unproductive wells Nos. 1

and 4 in the amount of $1,046.58 thousand are

commensurate with the value of the expected discounted

cash flow received at the seizure of 36.34 million m3 of gas

(initial total reserves of gas of the field) in the amount of

1,201.55 thousand. That is, in this case, the cost of

explored and pre-explored reserves of the field is

practically equal to the cost of wells, which allowed

delineating these reserves, significantly reducing their

value.

•Conclusions

•

•Therefore, under the conditions of information uncertainty

of the initial data, it is recommended to use the method of

probabilistic and statistical modeling of technical and

economic indicators of exploration projects for oil and gas,

in order to take into account the geological risk and make

more informed management decisions on further works on

the prospective area or field of oil and gas.

The development of the oil and gas industry is impossible

without timely geological exploration, since they directly lead

to an increase in the resource base of the country. However,

projects related to the prospecting and exploration of oil and

gas fields are not attractive in investment terms, they are highly

risky and capital-intensive. In the process of geological

exploration, there is a large number of risks associated with,

among other things, the possibility of losses, additional costs or

profit shortfalls in the event that the expected estimated

indicators for a particular field are below the actual ones (Fig.1)

Figure 1 Elements of the investment risk of geological

exploration projects (according to (Ampilov, Gert, 2006) with

additions)

The geological risk is associated, first of all, with the non-

confirmation of the magnitude of the reserves, compared with

the estimated and caused by the uncertainty of the model of the

geological structure of the prospective subsoil area or deposit.

At the same time, both technological risk and economic risk

depend on the geological risk. After all, errors in determining

the value of reserves, subsequently affect the uncertainty in

predicting the productivity of wells, the system of development

of the deposit or field in general and their valuation. In this

case, the probability of geological risk and possible financial

losses that occur when oil and gas reserves of certain categories

are not confirmed will depend, mainly, on the complexity of the

geological structure of the area or field and on the stage of

geological exploration.

It is worth noting that geological risks, as a rule, accompany

projects at all stages: from regional work, search and evaluation

of the field to its introduction into commercial development. In

practice, when planning geological exploration works, the

assessment of geological risks is reduced to determining the

priority directions of prospecting and exploration of

hydrocarbon deposits and calculating the expected efficiency of

these works. The investment interest in the project will be

determined by the value of its potential reserves. However,

even with a significant resource base of the field, the economic

indicators of the project will be controlled by the uncertainty of

the size of reserves and the probability of geological success.

Consequently, the geological risk should be considered as an

economic category (Gafich, 2016), since it determines the

probability of field discovery and the magnitude of possible

financial losses, the expected income from the project

implementation, and its assessment determines the adoption of

management decisions in order to search for oil and gas fields.

The initial stage of implementation of the project of geological

exploration (identification and preparation of the object) is

characterized by high risks associated with information

uncertainty (Rudko, Mikhailiv, 2021), that is, with the absence

of reliable data on the object. The risk of financial loss is high

and is determined by the likelihood that the expected deposit

will not be discovered.At the prospecting and exploration

stages, information uncertainty gradually decreases, which is

associated with obtaining new information (seismic

exploration, prospecting drilling, research and industrial

development), but the risks of financial losses remain, since

there is a high probability of drilling unproductive wells, not

obtaining economically profitable yields, etc. (Gafich,

2016).During the development of the field, geological risks

(reliability of the created model of the geological structure of

the field) will determine technological (reliability of gas and

hydrodynamic modeling of the hydrocarbon recovery process),

and financial losses can be associated with an increase in

capital investments in the improvement of surface and

underground infrastructure to ensure its compliance with actual

development indicators. During the period of commercial

development of the oil and gas field, the geological risks are

significantly lower, but financial losses are also possible,

mainly due to non-confirmation of the values of well

productivity, filtration and capacitance properties of the

productive formation, etc.


